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British Underground seek to uphold ACE’s Inclusivity 
and Relevance ambition (from ‘Let’s Create’) that, 
“England’s diversity is fully reflected in the 
individuals and organisations we support and the 
culture they produce”. This goal is pursued by British 
Underground across our annual NPO programme, 
with each featured showcase contributing to the 
overall achievement of our Inclusion and Relevance 
policy. 

The AfroFuture Sounds showcase explored the 
evolution of afrobeat and its many sub-genres. This 
showcase took place at SxSW Online 2021. 

• SxSW Online had 31,112 online registrants for 
their 2021 event 

• 103 countries represented by registrants  
• 380 attendees selected The AfroFuture Sounds 

showcase in their favourite events section (1.2%) 
•  The AfroFuture Sounds showcase received 966 

unique viewers 
• British Underground’s unique AfroFuture 

Sounds website received 91 unique visitors with 
148 total site sessions. 
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British Underground seek to uphold ACE’s Inclusivity 
and Relevance ambition (from ‘Let’s Create’) that, 
“England’s diversity is fully reflected in the 
individuals and organisations we support and the 
culture they produce” 
• AfroFuture Sounds was curated to include at least 

a 1:1 balance of representatives from underserved 
communities. 

• The afrobeats genre (and sub-genres) and those 
artists profiled during the AfroFuture Sounds 
showcase are representative of underserved 
communities (due to current lack of international 
industry coverage and showcase platforms). 

• British Underground partnered with Daju, a 
creative cultural consultancy organisation, 
representing underserved communities, during 
AfroFuture Sounds, in order to extend sector 
leadership in this area. 

• The artist profile for AfroFuture Sounds ensured 
that our ACE funded programmes featured at least 
50% representatives from non-traditional 
backgrounds (e.g. underserved communities). 

• AfroFuture Sounds brought together incredible 
emerging artists from the underserved community 
of the afrobeats genre at SxSW for the very first 
time. 

• British Underground and Daju partnered with film 
crew 33 Bound to assist in delivering the London 
narrative of AfroFuture Sounds as they aim to help 
shift the narrative of diverse cultures across media 
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Exceeding our Inclusivity 
and Relevance Policy 
targets 

33 Bound Film Website
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British Underground, the creative production 
company that produces showcases and strategic 
development projects in music and the arts focusing 
on international success, teamed up with creative 
consultants and showcase producer Daju for the 
delivery of AfroFuture Sounds.  

Daju, founded by Hannah Shogbola, a Diversity and 
Inclusion / Artist Development specialist, brings over 
a decade of Agency, Management, and Consultancy 
experience to SxSW Online 2021. Together British 
Underground and Daju they produced the first 
afrobeats influenced showcase at SxSW exploring 
the many sounds of West Africa and its diaspora.  

SxSW is an annual conference and festival, which 
celebrates the convergence of film, music and 
interactive industries, with its music festival being 
the latest of its kind in the world. It features keynote 
speakers, panels, networking events, exhibitions and 
many more. Previous keynote speakers include 
Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Dave Grohl, Lady 
Gaga and Smokey Robinson. In 2019, the SxSW 
Conference & Festivals, SxSW EDU, and SxSW 
Gaming drew participation ofapproximately 417,400 
attendees. 
It has been running for over 30 years and takes 
place in Austin, the state capital of Texas, the 
second largest US state.  

Click here to see the AfroFuture Sounds trailer. 

For the first time since its launch, SxSW was 
cancelled in 2020 due to the restrictions in place for 
the Covid-19 pandemic leading to the creation of 
SxSW Online for 2021. SxSW announced the launch 
of their new digital experience through the online 
site Swapcard, the all-in-one virtual and hybrid 
events platform. The online showcase featured 5 
channels each showcasing numerous different music 
showcases, keynote speakers, panels and movies.  

SxSW Online 2021 included: 

• 5 Keynotes 
• 105 Featured Sessions 
• 190 Panel Sessions 
• 60 Presentations 
• 53 Partner Programming Sessions 
• 12 Professional Development Sessions 
• 2,576 Mentor Sessions 
• 8 Pitch Events 
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Overview 

Where did the showcase 
take place?

https://www.dropbox.com/s/543pl1c99b12sy2/PROMO_V1.mp4?dl=0
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• 12 Meet Ups 
• 12 round table discussions 
• 3 awards 

The AfroFuture Sounds showcase explored the 
evolution of afrobeat and its many sub-genres 
through unique showcase performances.  

The afrobeats genre was derived from the genre 
afrobeat pioneered by Nigerian artist and activist 
Fela Kuti. Over the last few years the genre has 
reached high levels within the UK scene and its 
charts. In July 2020 the launch of the Official UK 
afrobeats Charts took place leading to the perfect 
time to highlight and celebrate the various genres, 
the background and its huge impact on the UK music 
industry and the rise of UK based talent.  

The AfroFuture Sounds showcase focused on 
highlighting each artist’s contribution to the musical 
diversity of the ever evolving sounds of Afro music 
and was hosted by BBC broadcaster Remi Burgz. The 
showcase captured content from around the world, 
from London, via Nigeria, to South Africa. British 
Underground developed talent through providing an 
international platform for the genre afrobeats to be 
showcased at a music industry level at SxSW Online 
2021. 

The British Underground team supported this project 
(CEO Crispin Parry, Naomi Pieris, Makeda Bennett-
Amparbeng and Ronan Morrissey), alongside Hannah 
Shogbola, founder of Daju. Nashville based public 
relation consultants Big Feat PR were brought on-
board to ensure that the showcase gained press 
across digital media outlets. Big Feat PR have 
worked with labels, festivals and artists such as: 
Universal Music/Decca Records (UK),Tall Tales Music 
Festival and Yola. 

The artists selected to perform as part of AfroFuture 
Sounds were chosen from artists put forward by 
Daju. Due to the nature and history of the afrobeats 
genre it was important to ensure accurate 
representation of the genre. This took the form of 
showcasing the different styles of the genre, the 
different areas the genre is emerging from e.g. 
London, Nigeria, Ghana and South Africa. It was felt 
to be essential females of the genre were 
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What was AfroFuture Sounds? 

Who was involved in AfroFuture 
Sounds?
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represented, something that is often overlooked 
within this genre. 

The following artists were selected to represent the 
AfroFuture community during SxSW 2021. 

Darkoo (artist) 
London-raised Nigeria born singer/songwriter Darkoo 
is the genre-blurring artist who has successfully 
created a sound that is distinctly her own, blending 
her international influences to create her own style 
of Afroswing, highlighting her vibrant and 
androgynous vocals perfectly.  

As one of the most talked about artists in the UK 
right now British Vogue described Darkoo as “…The 
musician smashing stereotypes with her style and 
sound.” The Fader remark that, “Darkoo’s fluid 
approach to afrobeats puts her in her own lane”.  
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Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Darkoo Performance
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Wavy The Creator (artist) 
Wavy the Creator is Nigerian-born, raised in Kansas 
City and Houston Texas where she is fast gaining 
nationwide popularity for her multifaceted creative 
ingenuity.  

Influenced by different sounds, she recently 
launched her music career, adding yet another 
feather to her well decorated creative hat. In 
addition to her music artistry, Wavy is also a 
photographer, filmmaker, creative director and 
fashion designer.  

Dazed and Confused said, Wavy the Creator, “is a 
multifaceted talent. Her highly danceable, euphoric 
tracks like “Shaku” and “H.I.G.H.”, demonstrate the 
different forms that Nigerian music can take”. 
 

Loshh (artist) 
Growing up across countries, the Nigerian Loshh Aje 
was born in The Netherlands, raised in Dublin via the 
Midlands and now resides in London. Working 
between visual arts, poetry and sound, he grew up 
in a family with notable connections to the 
performing arts, crediting this and the Fuji sound as 
his early inspirations for his music and expression. 
With a knack for lively, upbeat, and passionate 
vocals drawing comparisons to Fela Kuti, this is 
music that will lift your soul and get you moving. 

Pitchfork claim his recent EP, “details the struggle to 
rise above the pain of the everyday”. 
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Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Wavy The Creator

Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Loshh Performance
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Tomi Agape (artist) 
A true underground legend, the singer-songwriter 
was a key pioneer in Nigeria’s Alté scene, being one 
of the first women to experiment with the genre. 
Tomi went on to collaborate with some of the 
movement’s most exciting artists, including featuring 
on Santi’s culturally defining track ‘Rapid Fire’, which 
also features Amaarae and Shane Eagle. The track 
went on to receive over 10 million streams and 
solidified Tomi’s status as an original trailblazer. 

Bongeziwe Mabandla (artist) 
Over the space of eight years, Bongeziwe Mabandla 
has steadily built a career that now sees him take 
his place as the enigmatic spirit of African Soul.  
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Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Bongeziwe Mabandla Performance

Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Tomi Agape
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This has seen the Johannesburg-based artist expand 
his global audience with a brace of performances 
across Europe and Africa, alongside finishing an 
album that is set to cement his standing as an artist 
of the most singular gifts. 

Br3nya (artist) 
With her debut single 'Good Food' creating huge 
traction back in 2018, Br2nya also dominated 2019 
with the release of two more singles, a set at 
Stormzy's Merky Festival, and a sold-out headline 
show. With her eyes surely fixated on success, 2020 
is looking to be Br3nya's best year yet. 
"It sounds very typical and cliché but I do want to 
take over," she says. "I want my music to really 
travel and I want more people to sing my songs. The 
support has been great, but now it's all about 
exposure.” 

Remi Burgz (host) 
Remi Burgz is a Radio DJ, Host & Personality from 
South London. Remi has always had a great passion 
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Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Br3nya Performance

Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Remi Burgz Host
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for music and entertaining people, which explains 
her rapid growing success in the entertainment 
industry. Remi began her radio career in 2017 and 
shortly afterwards grabbed her own live show on 
Reprezent Radio.  She now hosts the BBC 1Xtra 
Weekend Breakfast Show, and is the official DJ for 
rapper and MOBO award nominee Shaybo. Remi’s 
infectious energy, which lights up every room she 
enters, earned her the nickname “The Local Energy 
Provider”. 

Remi’s die hard love of afrobeats is influenced by her 
Nigerian heritage, and reflected in her guests, music 
and conversations featured on her radio show. She 
has interviewed high profile artists such as Tiwa 
Savage, Olamide and Cassper Nyovest, but is 
equally passionate about creating a platform for 
emerging artists.  

Due to the restrictions in place as a result of the 
pandemic, recorded/filmed performances of the 
artists had to take place in various locations. British 
Underground expanded their creative networks and 
responded rapidly to the changing environment it 
faced in order to be able to deliver this project to 
partners. New locations and new teams were formed 
as a result alongside taking leadership in Covid-19 
safety protocols. 

The performances were recorded in: 

• Darkoo and Br3nya - Angel Studios, London. 
• Loshh - Total Refreshment Center, London. 
• Tomi Agape -London 
• Wavy The Creator – Nigeria. 
• Bongeziwe Mabandla - South Africa. 

Under these circumstances, the production of the 
showcase was complicated and relied on an intricate 
interplay of individuals and organisations led by 
British Underground. 
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How the AfroFuture Sounds 
showcase provided solutions 
to the limits imposed by the 
pandemic
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The London performances were filmed and edited by 
33 Bound, a production collective which aims to 
push boundaries and shift the narrative of diverse 
cultures across media. 

Set design for Darkoo, Br3nya and Remi Burgz was 
curated by Kargbo Studio who work includes 
curations for Guap Magazines front covers. 

Official artwork was created by Emmanuel Olaleye. 
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Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Behind the scenes of Br3nya’s 

Afrofuture Sounds Showcase: Behind the scenes of Br3nya’s 
performance 
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With SxSW Online offering a global platform to 
present new talent to an international industry 
audience, AfroFuture Sounds brought together 
incredible emerging artists at SxSW for the very first 
time. The showcase was mentioned in various online 
platforms such as: 

‘Heading over to the virtual Afrofuture Sounds stage, 
Darkoo shows off just why she’s one of the rising 
stars in the Afrobeat scene, with an (extremely) 
short but very sweet set. With a one song show, 
Darkoo swerves last year’s viral R&B sizzler 
‘Gangsta’ (which scored the number 1 spot on the 
Official Charts afrobeats Tracks of 2020), and opts 
instead to show off latest single ‘Pick Up’. A vibey 
track all about the very-unvibey feeling of getting 
ghosted, Darkoo flexes her melodic muscles in front 
of a school-picture-day-esque backing, looking 
effortlessly cool as her slick vocals emotionally detail 
“When I call you, no pick up” over the soaring 
backing’ - DIY 

‘The 9 Biggest Highlights from SXSW 2021' - 
AUSTIN MONTHLY 

‘All Songs Considered, Bob Boilen and Stephen 
Thompson highlight some of their favorite finds’ - 
Bongeziwe Mabandla on NPR Music 

‘Darkoo and Br3nya among performers for 
AfroFuture Sounds showcase at SXSW Online’ - The 
Line Of Best Fit 

The showcase was top of the watch list on the 
official SxSW website with both the showcase and 
artists being mentioned in various online news 
outlets either as unmissable artists to catch or top 
highlights of SXSW.  

According to SxSW the stand out artists of the 
showcase were Darkoo and Bongeziwe Mabandla. 
British Underground received feedback from Daju 
and the artists involved in the showcase that will 
feed into discussions about shaping future design of 
showcases and the work they produce.  

The feedback the showcase received as a whole was 
extremely positive with manager of Tomi Agape 
expressing that she is ‘fast becoming the princes of 
Afrosoul and R&B’. When asked about their 
experience on working with British Underground and 
Daji, manager Kofi Kyei of Tomi Agape and Br3nya 
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stated the following, ‘Working alongside both 
organisations was great! The advancing and on day 
organisation was done to a high level and a team 
that reflected the music genre across production was 
key! Working with Daju & BU was a dream, finally an 
environment that created full teams of POC but on 
top of that the art direction, curation and 
programming reflecting a truly diverse and ever 
growing global scene within Afrobeats.’ When asked 
whether they’d return to SXSW and what the team 
could have done differently when producing this 
showcase Kofi said, ‘It would have depended on the 
stage / offer etc …Increase of fees is always useful 
especially during a period where artists have 
suffered the most - we have to work together to 
ensure better financial opportunity.’ 

SxSW Online had 31,112 online registrants in total 
for their 2021 event with 103 countries represented 
by attendees. The AfroFuture Sounds showcase saw 
380 attendees favourite the event and received 966 
unique viewers. As part of this showcase British 
Underground curated a website acting as the main 
hub location to find all information on the AfroFuture 
Sounds. During SxSW the British Underground 
AfroFuture Sounds website saw 91 unique visitors 
for the website and 148 total site sessions. 
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Who accessed and 
experienced the AfroFuture 
Sounds showcase?
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